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SP EE CH S OUN DS
If your child has difficulty with speech sounds, always model back the word to them
when they may an error. Do not make them correct themselves. First check if your
child can say different sounds on their own. If your child has work from the Speech
Therapist, work on this daily at the level informed by the speech and language
therapist. You only need to complete activities for five to ten minutes.

give object to pictures of boys and

If you have concerns about speech sounds and have not seen a speech and language

girls and label as ‘his apple’ or ‘her

therapist, this is the first step to identify the best ways to support your child .

pear’.

CON CEP TS
Ensure your child knows different concepts such as prepositions (on, under,
behind, above), colours, time concepts (before, after, early, late). You should
teach concepts individually and not teach the concept at the same time.
You can check that your child understands the concept by doing drawings of
things above on another then say a sentence such as “The apple is above the
orange” and ask your child if that’s true or false or asking questions such as “I
eat my tea at five but I’m going to eat it early today. What time could I eat it”.

I RRE GU LA R VER BS
Irregular verbs need to be explicitly taught if
your child has not picked them up yet.
Explain that you are going to give them a
word and they need to use it to talk about
‘yesterday’. So you say ‘run’ and prompt
with ‘yesterday, I…” and hope they say ran.
Keep repeating lots of irregular verbs. You
can work on dream, sing, ring, teach, sleep,
catch, think, go (went), fly, smell, eat, drink,

D ES CRI BING
I TE MS

fall, give, read, write, draw and hide.

Ask your child to either think of an item or
look for an item and not tell or show it to
you. They have to describe the item
without using the items name. They should
be able to tell you about its function,

CAT EGORY
NA MIN G
You can play category naming
games

where

you

appearance, how it feels and potentially
how it tastes or smells. For example, a
pencil is long, thin, you write with it, you
use it at school, it has a grey pointy end.

S EMAN TI C
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compete

against your child to try and
think of as many items in

Either using pictures of everyday objects or

different categories as you can.

with everyday objects, ask your child to

You can talk about clothes,

sort them into categories. For example,

stationery,

grouping fruits or farm animals versus

animals,

pets,

colours, sports, drinks, hobbies,

jungle animals, grouping items into

things you take on holiday,

clothes, sports, furniture or stationery.

things you find in the kitchen,
furniture and electricals.

CON FI DENCE BUI LDIN G
Some children may be shy or be selectively mute (where they speak in one situation but not another). This does not mean they
have any difficutlies with language. Give them lots of praise and encouragement. Do not ever force them to speak in a situation
they are not comfortable with and accept whatever form of communication they use. Do not try and trick them into speaking.
2
Graudally build a positive relationship with them until they feel they can trust you.
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Support your child to extend

First check to see if your child understands

their sentences by creating SVO

the meaning of past. Explain its things that

(The boy is eating the ice-cream)

have already happened such as eating

and SVOP (The girl is kicking
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the ball in the garden). A visual

walk yesterday. Support them to talk

prompt supports them to do this

about the past by beginning with

and ensure that they use all of

‘yesterday’. First support them to use

the words in the sentence. I

‘was’ to create sentences in the past, then

would recommend using shape

move onto adding -ed such as jumped.

coding symbols. Get some

Don’t worry about irregular verbs for

pictures or use pictures in a book

now. Shape coding may support you to

and ask your child to tell you

teach this.

what’s happening and

S EQUEN CIN G
Either look online or at TWINKL resources
for some sequencing pictures. Once you
have some, lay them out and ask your
child to put them into the right order and
explain what happened in the story.
Emphasise key vocabulary such as ‘next’ to
show that they understand the sequence.

CON JUN CT I ONS
First check your child understands the

encouarge them to use the

meaning of conjunction - they join two

desired sentence structure by

sentences together. Then ask them to think

modelling some examples.

of some different conjunctions such as and,
but, because, so, if, however and as. Then
support them to use these conjunctions to
talk about things that have happened to

Give your child plenty of time to

LAN GUA GE F OR
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speak and do not react when they

These are similar to blank levels and

support to understand the context of the

stammer. Encourage people to take
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conjunctions such as when using ‘but’ we

turns so that your child has

such as ‘who’, ‘what’ and ‘where’ before

need to say something postive and then

opportunity to speak and model a

building to more complex questions

negative or vice versa.

slow rate of speech when talking to

such as answering ‘why’ questions,

your child. You can also use bus

making predictions, interpreting how

talking. Explain that bus talking

people feel, answering same and

(slow rate) is better than race car

different questions. These questions are

talking (talking as fast as you can)

asked about a range of scenarios such as

as people understand you easily.

crossing the road, at the beach, running

Encourage your child to slow down

out of money or at the park. You can do

and pause at the bus stops. You

this using TWINKL or finding a picture

don’t want the bus to get a

and asking questions similar to the

speeding ticket or to make people

examples, which have links in the extra
3
information section.

FLUEN CY

angry by not stopping.

them or from their own imagination as
well as describing pictures. They may need

PAS SIV E
S ENT ENCES

S OCIA L
COMMUNICAT ION

Passive and active sentences are

Social communication is very broad and

challenging for children to understand. An

involves lots of different areas. The first area

active sentences “The boy is watering the

to work on is checking that your child has

flowers” and a passive sentence “The

good self-awareness and self-esteem. Can

flowers were watered by the boy” have the

they tell you their likes/dislikes, what they

same meaning but children struggle to

find hard and easy, why their friends like

understand this. It needs to be explained

them, what they look like and what is their

that active sentences have the person who

personality. Once they can you tell these

is doing it at the beginning and passive

things, we need to teach social skills such as

sentence have the object that something is

eye contact, body langauge and relevance.

being done to at the beginning and the

This involves teaching the rules and

person doing it at the end. Begin by

exceptions to the rules. This is based on the

explaining this and supporting your child

talkabout programme.

to identify and create their own active and
passive sentences.

IN FE REN CIN G
As mentioned above, inferencing is part of the skills required for language for thinking. Once they can make inferences from
pictures, they need to develop the skills to make inferences from texts. For example, “The girl gave him a carrot and put on his
saddle and went for a ride.” What is she riding? (a horse). You can create scenarios such as this or find examples in books. These
should have clues and not specifically say what they are doing so that your child has to work it out from the clues. Begin by
reading the scenarios to them then move onto asking them to work it out by reading it independently themselves.

WORD MAPS
Vocabulary learning is a big part of education.
You can support your child to learn new words
by using word maps. This involves writing the
word in a bubble in the middle of the page and
answering questions about the meaning of the
word and the way that the word sounds. Talk
about what a word means (you can teach them to
use a dictionary to find this out), words that have
a similar meaning, when they are going to use the
word, use the word in a sentence, what words
sound like the word and how many syllables.
Make it memorable by talking about the word in a
funny story. Regularly recap the word learnt.

SHAP E COD ING
Shape coding is a complex system that makes
grammar a visual process. It supports children
to identify nouns, verbs and prepositions in
sentences and to understand their purpose
within the sentence. The best way to
understand this system is to visit the website
listed below. Make sure you fully understand
the system before using it and if you feel you
do not, then do not use this approach as it
could lead to confusion.

FOR MORE INF OR MAT I ON
These are just information pages that seem to provide accurate information about the strategies discussed and not a form of
advertisment.
Shape Coding
https://www.moorhouse.surrey.sch.uk/attachments/download.asp?file=17&type=pdf
https://www.moorhouse.surrey.sch.uk/shape-coding
Language for thinking/ Blanks Levels
https://swindonspeechandlanguagetherapy.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/blanks-levels-of-questions-whare-are-they.pdf
Fluency
https://stamma.org/about-stammering/talking-someone-who-stammers
TWINKL
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/
Talkabout Programme
http://alexkelly.biz/alexs-work-and-talkabout/
https://integratedtreatmentservices.co.uk/our-approaches/speech-therapy-approaches/talkabout/
Word Aware Programme/ Word Maps
http://thinkingtalking.co.uk/word-aware/
https://speechbloguk.com/word-aware/
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